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Abstract
Motivated by the necessity to include so-called logarithmic operators in conformal eld
theories (Gurarie, 1993) at values of the central charge belonging to the logarithmic series
c
1;p
= 1  6(p  1)
2
=p, reducible but indecomposable representations of the Virasoro algebra
are investigated, where L
0
possesses a nontrivial Jordan decomposition. After studying
`Jordan lowest weight modules', where L
0
acts as a Jordan block on the lowest weight
space (we focus on the rank two case), we turn to the more general case of extensions of a
lowest weight module by another one, where again L
0
cannot be diagonalized. The moduli
space of such `staggered' modules is determined. Using the structure of the moduli space,
very restrictive conditions on submodules of `Jordan Verma modules' (the generalization
of the usual Verma modules) are derived. Furthermore, for any given lowest weight of a
Jordan Verma module its `maximal preserving submodule' (the maximal submodule, such
that the quotient module still is a Jordan lowest weight module) is determined. Finally, the
representations of the W-algebraW(2; 3
3
) at central charge c =  2 are investigated yielding
a rational logarithmic model.
1 Introduction
Since the early works on 2-dimensional conformal eld theory [1], the representation theory of

















8n;m 2 Z (1a)
[C;L
n
] = 0 8n 2 Z (1b)
has been largely investigated using standard Lie algebra methods such as lowest weight rep-
resentations and irreducibility. The embedding structure of lowest weight representations was
resolved [13, 14, 15, 18, 19] by close examination of the Kac determinant [31].
Only recently it has been shown that for some values of the central charge (when there are
elds with integer spaced dimensions) the existence of elds with logarithmic divergences in
their four-point-functions is unavoidable [29]. In fact this is true for the whole series of theories
on the edge of the conformal grid, namely if c = c
1;q
= 1   6(q   1)
2
=q, q 2 N
2
. Other CFTs
exhibiting this logarithmic behaviour are the WZNW model on the supergroup GL(1; 1) [40],
gravitationally dressed conformal eld theories [2] and some critical disordered models [8, 35].
These theories have physical relevance as they are supposed to describe aspects of physical
systems such as the fractional quantum Hall eect [24, 35, 36, 43], 2-dimensional polymer systems
and random walks [7, 9, 41] or 2-dimensional turbulence [25]. In addition, c =  2 also appears in
the theory of unifyingW-algebras [3, 4, 6]. Logarithmic conformal eld theories might also prove
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liar behaviour concerning their fusion structure: If one denes the action of the Virasoro algebra
on the tensor product of two Virasoro representations in an appropriate way (see e.g. [38, 26, 39],
also c.f. [37]), starting with the set of ordinary lowest weight representations, one is naturally
forced to include representations, where L
0
acts as a nontrivial Jordan cell on the lowest weight
space. In fact, representations of this kind were already found in [29]. Therefore we will, after
some general considerations, focus on such representations, which are generated by two vectors,
on which L
0
acts as a nontrivial Jordan block. We will call these representations Jordan lowest
weight modules (instead of the language of representations of an algebra from now on we will
use the equivalent language of modules over an algebra).
Many of the results in this paper have already appeared in [39]; for a broader background the
reader may refer to this reference. The paper is organized as follows: After reviewing the most
important facts from the theory of lowest weight representations in section 2, the basic denitions
for our treatment of nondiagonal representations are given in section 3. In section 4 we proceed
by studying the simplest examples of representations of this kind, the above-mentioned Jordan
lowest weight modules. The submodules of Jordan lowest weight modules turn out to belong to
an even broader class of modules (we will call them staggered modules), which we will study in
section 5. Sections 6 and 7 then turn back to Jordan lowest weight modules and the classication
of their submodules. In section 8, we will generalize our denitions toW-algebras and study the
example of W(2; 3
3
) at c =  2, which will turn out to be rational in a slightly broadened sense.
In section 9 we summarize the achieved results and point out directions for future research.
2 Lowest weight modules revisited
The simplest class of modules of the Virasoro algebra L is the class of lowest weight modules
(LWMs). Though the structure of these modules is well known since many years, we will review
the basic facts about them in this section. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, we will
present the facts using a notation most suitable for our needs. Secondly, our treatment of more
complicated modules will sometimes be analogous to the lowest weight case, which we hope to
clarify by rst presenting the known facts we will use subsequently. The reader familiar with
the theory of LWMs may skip this section and directly turn to section 3 on page 5.
Let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of L. As usual, let U
k
(\k-th level of U") denote



























 U and U
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Denition 2.1 A module V of the Virasoro algebra is called lowest weight module (LWM)
if it contains a subspace W  V such that dimW = 1 and V = U
+
:W .
Denition 2.2 Let V be an L-module. A vector v 2 V is called singular if





v = hv; h 2 C
(iii) Cv = cv; c 2 C
Corollary 2.3 An L-module V is a lowest weight module if and only if it contains a singular
vector v 2 V such that V = U :v. The number h in denition 2.2 is then called the lowest
weight and v a lowest weight vector of the module.
2
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it belongs to the center of L, in any irreducible representation this operator must be given by a
multiple of the identity operator C = c1l (Schur's lemma). The number c is then called central
charge. In indecomposable representations this is also true as long as C is diagonalizable. In
this paper we will not deal with other cases. Therefore, we always think of C as a number. This
even becomes necessary, if one considers certain extensions of the Virasoro algebra, the so-called
W-algebras, which in general can only be consistently dened for certain values of the central
charge.
As a consequence, we will sometimes be sloppy about the operator C and treat it as a number
right from the beginning. The scrupulous reader may then e.g. substitute U=hC   c1li for U .
Denition 2.5 A LWM V with lowest weight h and LWV v is called Verma module, if it has
the following universal property: For any LWM W with lowest weight h and LWV w, there is a
unique L-homomorphism V ! W mapping v to w.
Theorem 2.6 For any given c; h 2 C , the Verma module V (h; c) exists and is unique up to
















where v is the lowest weight vector.
Proof: Uniqueness is clear due to the universal property. The existence is proven by construc-





This obviously is a lowest weight module with lowest weight h and LWV [1l]. It is a Verma
module by the universal property of U . The last assertion follows from the Poincare-
Birkho-Witt theorem for U . X
Due to the universal property any lowest weight module is (up to L-isomorphism) a quotient of
a Verma module by a proper submodule. We immediately deduce the following
Corollary 2.7 For any h; c 2 C , there is an (up to isomorphism) uniquely determined irre-
ducible or minimal lowest weight module M(h; c). It is given by the quotient of V (h; c) by its
maximal proper submodule.
It is a well known fact [31, 14], that any submodule of a Verma module is generated by singular
vectors and therefore is the sum of lowest weight modules. This immediately leads to the
question, which Verma modules can be embedded into a given Verma module. This question
may be answered using the so-called Shapovalov form which we will dene below:
Given a Verma module V (h; c) with LWV v one can dene a representation of L (and thereby






























































where  2 V (h; c)

and w 2 V (h; c). Let V
y
(h; c) := U :v

 V (h; c)

denote the dual module
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V (h; c), the Shapovalov form. As one easily checks by direct computation, the Shapovalov
form is symmetric and obeys
k 6= l) hV (h; c)
k
; V (h; c)
l
i = 0 (4)




; h+ k) is the k-th level of V (h; c).
One easily sees that the radical of h:; :i is exactly given by the maximal proper submodule of
V (h; c), and therefore V
y
(h; c) = M(h; c). This fact also allows one to dene the Shapovalov
form on any LWM.
Because of equation (4) it makes sense to examine the determinant of the restriction h:; :i
k
of
the Shapovalov form to the k-th level of a given Verma module. A nontrivial intersection of the
k-th level with the maximal proper submodule may then be detected by the vanishing of the
corresponding determinant. V. Kac [31] gave an explicit formula for this determinant, which
was proven by B.L. Feigin and D.B. Fuks [13]:
Theorem 2.8 The determinant det
n
(h; c) of the matrix of h:; :i
n





















































are nonvanishing constants (depending on the choice of base).
By careful examination of this formula B.L. Feigin and D.B. Fuks were able to determine any
Verma module that can be embedded in a given one [14, 15]. To this end one parametrizes the
central charge by





















for the weights. Evidently, if @r; s : h = h
r;s
, the Verma module V (h; c) itself is irreducible.




; c), the other, so-called degenerate cases can be classied
as follows:
Theorem 2.9 Every degenerate representations of L belongs to one of the following classes as











with p; q 2 N coprime, and therefore




. In addition, one has h
r;s
2 Q 8r; s 2 Z. One distinguishes between three
subcases:








. Based on the Verma
modules V
r;s

























q > p 1 (logarithmic models). Here one has h
r;s
4q
. As is readily
seen this set is already exhausted by the weights of the form h
r;1
. Based on the Verma
modules V
r;1






















   (r = q; 2q)
(10)
 p = q, i.e. c = 1 (Gaussian models). The embedding structure for all degenerate





(ii) k 2 Q, k
0
2 C nQ (parabolic models, c.f. [20]). c is still rational; the weights h
r;r
2 Q 8r 2






(iii) k 2 C nQ . Neither c nor the weights (except for h
1;1






3 The general case
For many physical applications, the knowledge of lowest weight modules is completely su-
cient. For example, in particle physics all relevant representations must be unitary due to the
conservation of probability. Hence, all representations are completely reducible and therefore a
direct sum of irreducible representations. With the additional constraint of an energy spectrum
bounded from below, irreducible representations are automatically lowest weight (see lemma 3.6
below) and the results of the preceding section are completely satisfactory.
Even in many statistical conformal eld theories, where unitarity plays a rather secondary role,
one only has to deal with lowest weight representations.
As mentioned before, only recently some cases drew attention, in which this is not true anymore.
Even worse, in these cases L
0
is not diagonalizable, but represented by matrices with a nontrivial
Jordan decomposition. We therefore must considerably broaden the class of representations we
want to deal with. For thermodynamics to make sense we still put some restrictions on the class
of representations we want to consider.
In particular, the spectrum of L
0




must exist). In fact, in all (mathematically) interesting cases the spectrum will
be real.
As a consequence, L
0


















is diagonalizable and L
n
0
operates nilpotently on its nite dimensional eigenspaces.
For technical reasons we additionally demand C to be diagonalizable.
We will denote the category of Virasoro modules, which meet the above restrictions, by Mod
L
.
Being a subcategory of the category Vec
C
of complex vector spaces, it clearly is abelian. Its
objects will simply be called L-modules.
Though this category is rather large compared to the category of lowest weight modules, the
situation is not as bad as one would expect at rst sight. Many of the properties of the re-
ducible but indecomposable representations we now have to deal with can be played back to the
properties of lowest weight modules. The rest of this section is devoted to this aim.





























] = 0: (12)
Now let V 2 Mod
L


















; h+ k): (14)




















is called the n-th level of V , V
0
is also































of V and by denition L
0













is called the k-th stage of V . The number N 2 N [ f1g is called the nilpotency length
of V and is denoted by N-length(V ).
For N to be nite it is sucient (but not necessary) that V is nitely generated as a U -module.
Denition 3.3 Let V 2 Mod
L
be an L-module and I  V a submodule. I is called preserv-
ing (the nilpotency length), if N-length(V=I) = N-length(V ). I is called maximal preserving
submodule, if there is no preserving submodule J  V with I ( J . The module V is called
minimal, if it contains no nonzero preserving submodules.
3.2 More ltrations
Apart from the ltration (16) we want to introduce two more ltrations. For every L-module
V 2 Mod
L







 - : : : ; (17)
where V
k+1
is a maximal proper submodule of V
k








Denition 3.4 If the chain (17) ends, i.e. 9n 2 N : V
n
= 0, then the smallest n 2 N
with this property is called the length of the module and is denoted by length(V ). Otherwise
length(V ) :=1.
Lemma 3.5 For any L-module V 2 Mod
L
, there is a submodule W  V , which is a lowest
weight module.
Proof: Without loss of generality let V be indecomposable. Let V
0
denote its lowest weight
space. There is at least one v 2 V
0
which is an eigenvector of L
0
. Therefore U :v  V is a





As even the length of many Verma modules is1, we need another, somewhat \coarser" measure



















are LWMs. Of course, in general there are arbitrarily
many sequences of this form, but nevertheless we can dene:
Denition 3.7 The smallest n 2 N, for which there is a sequence of the form (18) with W
n
= 0,
is called lowest weight length of V and is denoted by LW-length(V ). If there is no such n 2 N
we set LW-length(V ) :=1.
Corollary 3.8 The lowest weight length of an L-module V is the smallest integer n such that
V contains a subspace W  V with dimW = n and V = U
+
W .
Lemma 3.9 For any V 2 Mod
L
one has
N-length(V )  LW-length(V )  length(V ):
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n
= 0






















is irreducible and therefore according to
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This proves the rst inequality. X
For future convenience we will now name the simplest cases:
Denition 3.10 An L-module V 2 Mod
L
with N-length(V ) = LW-length(V ) = k; k 2 N
2
is
called staggered module. The number k is called its rank.




W , V is
called Jordan lowest weight module (JLWM).
If a staggered module V with rank k contains a subspace W  V with dimW = k and V = U
+
W ,





















, V is called
strictly staggered.
For the rest of this paper we will restrict ourselves to the so-called logarithmic models with
central charge c
1;q
; q 2 N
2
(see theorem 2.9). There are three reasons for this:
 Firstly, for these theories one has towers of weights with integer spacing, so that following
V. Gurarie [29] one has to introduce representations with nilpotency length > 1 in order
to guarantee the consistency of OPE and conformal blocks. The necessity to do so can
also be seen when calculating the fusion product of two LWMs [27, 39].
7
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and mathematical interest as e.g. the fractional quantum hall eect [24, 43], the two-
dimensional polymer system and 2D random walks [9, 41, 7], turbulence [25] and the
theory of unifyingW-algebras [3, 4, 6].
 The third reason is a rather technical one: The comparatively simple embedding struc-
ture of Verma modules (equation (10)) as compared to the minimal models signicantly
simplies the study of modules with nilpotency length > 1.
4 Jordan lowest weight modules
We rst investigate the simplest case of modules with nilpotency length > 1, namely the above
dened Jordan lowest weight modules (the rst example studied by V. Gurarie in [29] was of
this type). Their treatment is largely simplied by the following
Lemma and Denition 4.1 An L-module M is a JLWM of rank k, if and only if there are k
linearly independent vectors v
(0)
; : : : ; v
(k 1)
2M , such that the following conditions are fullled:



















= 0 8n 2 N;m 2 f0; : : : ; k   1g
(iv) M = U :v
(k 1)
:
h is called lowest weight of the module and the v
(n)
its lowest weight vectors. If k = 2, v
(1)
is called upper and v
(0)
lower lowest weight vector.
Proof: If the moduleM fullls the above conditions, a subspaceW as in denition 3.10 is given
by W := span(v
(k 1)
). Conversely, let M be a JLWM of rank k and let W  M be a
one-dimensional subspace as in denition 3.10. Then choose 0 6= v
(k 1)
2 W . Further let








For simplicity we will further restrict ourselves to the rank 2 case. Nevertheless, most of the
results are analogously valid for higher ranks. The necessary modications are almost always
obvious.
In analogy to the lowest weight case and dene:





is called Jordan Verma module (JVM), if it fullls the following universal property:




, there exists a unique









Theorem 4.3 For any given h; c 2 C , the Jordan Verma module
~
V (h; c) exists and is uniquely
determined up to L-isomorphism.
Proof: As before, uniqueness is clear due to the universal property. Again the existence is
proven by construction:
^
V := U  U is an L-module by left multiplication. Let M 
^
V denote the left ideal
generated by f(L
0
  h; 1); (0; L
0




; 0);n 2 Ng. Evidently,
~
V (h; c) :=
^












thereby obtaining lowest weight vectors [L
0
  h] and [1l]. Equivalence is easily proven using the
Poincare-Birkho-Witt theorem.










upper module of V .




be as above. In Vec
C










Proof: See the proof of theorem 4.3. X
Corollary 4.7 Let
~





. Then a base of
~












; j 2 f0; 1g; 0 < k
1




Proof: See corollary 4.6 and theorem 2.6. X
4.1 Shapovalov form and minimal JLWMs
Let V =
~
V (h; c) be the JVM with lowest weight h, central charge c and lowest weight vectors
v
(0)
; : : : ; v
(k 1)
. As before the graded dual V
























:w := 0 8w 2 V
k















































; n 2 f0; : : : ; k   1g
o
(22)













together with the natural pairing between V and V

induces the symmetric Shapovalov form
h:; :i on V .
If, on the other hand, one starts with the claim for symmetry and contravariance with regard




, one is led to the same form (there is some freedom of choice which
stems from the selection of lowest weight vectors).
The radical of h:; :i now obviously is not the maximal proper submodule of V (v
(0)
62 Rad(V )). In
fact, the quotient of a JVM with lowest weight h by its maximal proper submodule is compara-
tively uninteresting, as by lemma 3.6 it is just the irreducible LWM M(h; c). A more interesting
analogue to maximal proper submodules and irreducible factor modules is given by maximal
preserving submodules and minimal factor modules (denition 3.3).
Lemma 4.8 Let V be a JLWM with lowest weight h. A submodule I  V is preserving, if and
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than V . The other direction is clear. X
Corollary 4.9 The maximal preserving submodule of a JVM is uniquely determined. It is given
by the union of all preserving submodules.
Corollary 4.10 The minimal JLWM for given lowest weight h exists and is uniquely determined








V (h; c) is the JVM with
lowest weight h and I
max
its maximal preserving submodule.
One easily sees, that the radical of the Shapovalov form on a given JVM is just its maximal
preserving submodule. Using the universal property it is clear, that any JLWM with lowest
weight h is isomorphic to a factor module
~
V (h; c)=I, where I is a preserving submodule of
~
V (h; c). Hence, the Shapovalov form is well dened for any JLWM and its radical always is
the maximal preserving submodule. Furthermore, the Shapovalov form is nondegenerate on a
minimal JLWM.
Unfortunately the determinant of the Shapovalov form does not prove to be as useful as in the
lowest weight case: One easily calculates, that the matrix A
n
of the restriction h:; :i
n
of the
Shapovalov form to the n-th level of
~



















is the matrix of the restriction of the Shapovalov form to the n-th level of the Verma





zeroes consequently don't provide any new information about the possible preserving submodules
of
~




= V (h; c) is a
preserving submodule of
~
V (h; c). In order to determine every possible preserving submodule of
~
V (h; c), we therefore have to use other means than the Shapovalov form.
4.2 Submodules of JVMs
For the sake of simplicity we again restrict ourselves to the case of nilpotency length 2 at central
charge c = c
1;q
. Obviously the only interesting cases are the modules
~
V (h; c), where h = h
r;s
as
in theorem 2.9 with r; s 2 N:
Lemma 4.11 Let
~
V (h; c) be the JVM with lowest weight h and h 6= h
r;s
8r; s 2 N (see theorem
2.9). Then
~
V (h; c) contains no nonzero proper submodules.
Proof: Suppose J 
~



















, respectively. As h 6= h
r;s




contain no proper submodules and therefore J =
~
V (h; c), which contradicts the
assumption of J being a proper submodule. X
In order to prevent unnecessary repetition, we will now x some notations for the rest of this
paper:
Denition 4.12 Let c = c
1;q
; q 2 N
2
, and let V := V (h
r;s
; c) be the Verma module with lowest
weight h
r;s














the chain of embeddings according to theorem 2.9. Furthermore, let h
k





























; c) denote a JVM and other notations as dened above. Let
J 
~






































as above. Then n  m. If J is a proper







2 J , be a lowest weight vector of J
(1)




















) m  n. The rest is clear. X
Even more is true | the submodule J is already completely xed by the two integers n and m,
but due to a lack of notation we postpone this result to the next section (lemma 5.7).
The restrictions imposed by lemma 4.14 on a submodule of a given JVM are necessary, but in
general not sucient for its existence. This becomes clear as one studies the following examples:






, q 2 f2; 3; : : :g, and
~
V be the JVM with lowest weight


























































, which contradicts the assumption of J being preserving. X




















one easily calculates ([w] := w + J
(0)




The system of equations
L
 k
:[w] = 0; k 2 f1; 2; 3g
is uniquely solved by























The above examples suggest that for any JVM with lowest weight h
r;s
there always exists a








. Furthermore one might assume that






. The rst statement will prove to be true,
while for the second one we will nd counterexamples.
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The submodule J in example 4.16 is neither a JLWM nor a lowest weight module, nor is it the
direct sum of such. It belongs to the broader class of staggered L-modules dened in denition
3.10, where the nontrivial Jordan decomposition of L
0
shows but at higher levels. In fact,
M.R. Gaberdiel and H.G. Kausch [27] found modules of this kind in the fusion product of lowest
weight modules at c =  2, which do not occur as submodules of JLWMs. We therefore leave
the submodule point of view and extend our investigations to general modules of this form (we
will again restrict ourselves to the rank 2 case). After all, this will also prove useful for the
classication of the maximal preserving submodules of JVMs.






. An L-moduleM with nilpotency length














is LWM with LWV v
(0)











and lowest weight h
(1)
.
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the assertion follows. X
We immediately get the











be as in denition 4.12. For given lower lowest weight h
k
only staggered
modules with upper lowest weight h
m
,m  k, can exist. Of course, at least one such module















= 0. Hence, the maximal preserving submodule
of V is uniquely determined.
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property: If M is a staggered module with the same lowest weights and  : M ! V is an
L-epimorphism, then  is an L-isomorphism.
Remark 5.6 Compared to Verma modules and JVMs we dened the universal property in this







g, but the converse is not true.
With the above notations, we now return to submodules of JVMs and prove, that the numbers
n and m of lemma 4.14 already x the corresponding submodule completely.
Lemma 5.7 Let
~
V denote the JVM with lowest weight h with notations as in denition 4.12.
Let I 
~
V and J 
~
























































are singular in M=I
(0)








contains no nonzero singular vectors on the level in consideration and therefore
the assumption must be false. X
Remark 5.8 An analogous statement obviously applies even when
~
V is no JVM but a proper
staggered module.
5.1 Moduli spaces
By denition any staggered module is given as the quotient of a vermalike staggered module by
a preserving submodule (a preserving submodule, as before, is a submodule such that the factor
module has the same nilpotency length). Therefore we are interested in how many nonisomorphic







occur as data of staggered modules.
With the notations from denition 4.12 we want to study all possible vermalike staggered mod-








, k > 1. Suppose, that there exists a vermalike














and [v] denotes the




. Then by the universal properties of U and V
1
this
vermalike staggered module can be constructed as follows:
Let V := U  V
1
where U is an L-module by left multiplication. Furthermore let I 2 V


















, and let M := V=I.
Evidently, this must be the wanted vermalike staggered module.






] occur as data of a vermalike staggered
module, reduces to the question, whether the above constructed moduleM is a staggered module.
In particular, we must have [v
0
] 6= 0 and we obtain the

















Proof: See the above construction. X
We now want to study, under which circumstancesM fails to be staggered. We rst concentrate






. M fails to be staggered if and only if (0; v
1
) 2 I.
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modes are sorted to the right, this turns out to be equivalent to
















be the n-th level of U
 
(i.e. the linear span of monomials L
 k
1























































= p(n  1) + p(n  2)  p(n): (27)





























).  is well dened (Poincare-Birkho-Witt for
U
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(v; w) :=  
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2 Rad(h:; :i). By theorem
2.9 (; ) = 0, which contradicts the assumption.









































































After having determined the allowed parameter space we now examine which of these choices







g only dier by a nonzero scalar factor are isomorphic. We therefore x the








. Now two vermalike staggered
modules M;M
0



























































  1 = p(N
2
)  1: (31)
Put together, this yields the resulting
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)  1) = 1. X































with respect to the Shapo-














. Theorem 2.9 implies that s
i
= 0 , i = 0. If































































; k 2 N
2
.















; j < k   1, then there is a choice































with respect to the
Shapovalov form on V
j







































































































2 Rad(h:; :i) = V
j+1
. X
We can now state our nal result:
Theorem 5.12 With the notations of denition 4.12 the space of all nonisomorphic staggered




; k 2 N
2


































= 0. The only thing which could













. But then ~v + V
k+1




. By theorem 2.9 it follows
that ~v + V
k+1
= 0 + V
k+1
and therefore ~v 2 V
k+1
, which contradicts the assumption. X
Remark 5.13 By using so-called central series [16], one can show the restrictions of corollary
5.3 even for the more general case of arbitrary extensions of a Verma module V (h
(0)
; c) by
another Verma module V (h
(1)
; c). Almost the whole preceding argumentation goes through for
the case of N-length 1, yielding two nonisomorphic modules { one nontrivial extension with
N-length 1 and the (trivial) direct sum of the two modules:




; c); V (h
k
; c)) of nonequivalent exact sequences








; c)  ! 0;
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diagram






























; c)  ! 0





from theorem 5.12 is the one-




; c); V (h
k





is xed to a nonzero value.





is exactly the subspace where N-length(M) = 1.











; c); V (h
k
; c))= , where two sequences are equivalent (`'), if there is a number
 2 C
6=0
and an L-isomorphism  :M !M
0
, such that the diagram































; c)  ! 0




; c); V (h
k
; c)), since the old







; c); V (h
k





; c); V (h
k

















; c)  V (h
k
; c)g:
6 The maximal preserving submodules of JVMs
We are now prepared to explore the maximal preserving submodules of JVMs. As a rst ap-





; c) a JVM and notations as in denition 4.12. For any n;m 2 N;m > n

















J := U :
m 1



















. According to lemma 5.11
~











. All other cases are given by the
submodules J + V
n
. X
By lemma 4.13 and the above theorem 6.1 a JVM V with maximal preserving submodule J

















there exists an embedding V (h
2
; c) ,! V (h
1
; c). We now want to study the relationship between
membership in one of the above classes and the lowest weight of the module. The means to do
so are { again { provided by the Shapovalov form. In order to simplify notation we rst dene




by linear continuation of the following settings:
For any monomial u := L
m
1




















 : : :  m
p
> 0 > n
1






u if p = q = 0
0 otherwise.
Clearly, u:v = P (u):v on a singular vector v.
y
For a given vector space V the space P(V ) is the union of the corresponding projective space and one isolated








a double zero at h = h
1
































; 1  i < p(N
2
)g be an orthogonal base of V (h
1






). We dene the polynomials
p
i;j













































As the rst row and the rst column vanish for h = h
1





a common factor (h  h
1

















) 6= 0 because of theorem 2.9. Hence, the determinant possesses only a single
zero at h = h
1
if and only if p
0;0
possesses only a single zero, which proves the assertion.X
By close examination of the Kac determinant formula (5), the knowledge, that each pair (r; s)
with h
r;s
= h corresponds to a singular vector on level rs [13], and by careful study of the
symmetries of h
r;s
one obtains the additional result:










. det h:; :i
N
2
(h) possesses a double zero
at h = h
1




where n 6= 0 is a multiple of q.

















; c) is a JVM if and only if n 6= 0
is a multiple of q.











+ ~v) = 0:


















































are dened as in the proof of lemma 6.2. With lemmata 6.2 and 6.3
the assertion follows. X






on the upper lowest weight vector. Therefore, the possibility to embed a JVM
into another, also is a genuine property of the rank 2 case.
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Corollary 6.6 With the notations of denition 4.12 let M(h
1
; c) be the irreducible L-module
with lowest weight h
1























With the results of theorems 6.1 and 6.4 we obtain the
Corollary 6.7 With the notations of denition 4.12 let
~
M(h; c) be a minimal JLWM. Its char-




















with n 2 N
0



































































































gThe structure of minimal JVMs of rank 2 was completely resolved by theorems 6.1 and 6.4.
This only involved the question, whether a JVM can be embedded into another as a maximal
preserving submodule.
If, with the notations of denition 4.12 and theorem 6.4, h = h
n
with n 6= 0 and n a multiple of q,
this question can easily be answered: As the lowest weight of the maximal preserving submodule
of
~













































# # # # #
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. In general, one always












































# # # # #
~













where the submodules in brackets may or may not exist. Unfortunately at the time being we
cannot in general answer the question, which of these modules exist for given lowest weight h
1
.












, a submodule J
2;2
does not exist. If the submodule J
N;N
exists for any N 2 N
3
,
then all submodules J
n;n





with n=q 62 N
0
, a submodule J
2;2
does not exist. If, for any n 2 N, the
submodule J
n;n




It is a natural question, whether there are rational conformal eld theories at values of the
central charge from the logarithmic series. Of course, the notion of rationality here has to be
19
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and exact denition ofW-algebra see e.g. [10]). In the mathematical literature one often denes
a rational theory to be decomposable into nitely many irreducible representations, which close
under fusion { this clearly cannot be the case for the above central charges. We will later see, in
which way the usual denition of rationality has to be broadened to include logarithmic models
(denition 8.14).
While it is not possible to nd rational theories with respect to the Virasoro algebra, at least for
some of the central charges in the logarithmic series one indeed nds models of largerW-algebras,
which are rational in this slightly broadened sense.
The right candidates for such rational theories were already identied by M. Flohr [21, 22]. He
found that the characters of the known representations of a suitably chosen W-algebra span
nite dimensional representations of the modular group SL(2;Z). The problem with these rep-
resentations was that they necessarily include \characters" with logarithmic terms in q, which,
at least with the usual denition of a character, cannot occur. In fact, one can nd nite dimen-
sional representations of the modular group without the inclusion of logarithmic \characters" if
one does not start with the set of usual lowest weight representations of the algebra but rather
with some suitable extensions thereof.
To see this, we will now study the simplest example of such a rational logarithmic model. It is
based on the triplet algebra W(2; 3
3
) at c =  2. This algebra was found by H. Kausch [32] and
is spanned by the modes of the Virasoro eld and three additional primary elds of conformal


















































































































are the structure constants and standard symmetric bilinear form of su(2)











Before we study the above-mentioned rational model, we must rst slightly generalize our def-
initions from sections 2 and 3. For the sake of notational simplicity we will concentrate on the
above dened W-algebra W(2; 3
3
) at c =  2. The generalizations to other W-algebras will be
obvious.
We rst remark that irreducible modules of a given W-algebra are not necessarily lowest weight
modules. The role of lowest weight modules will be played by a slightly broader class of modules,
which are based on irreducible representations of the subalgebra of zero modes (in the case of
W(2; 3
3












Denition 8.1 Let Mod
W
be the category of W(2; 3
3
)-modules, which as L-modules belong to
Mod
L

















; h+ k): (35)
For an indecomposable W(2; 3
3











Proof: Analogous to subsection 3.1. X
Denition 8.3 A W(2; 3
3
)-module M 2 Mod
W
is called generalized lowest weight module
(GLWM) if there is a linear subspace M
0
M such that
(i) 8n 2 N; v 2M
0








is an irreducible W
0
-module,











= 1, M is called
lowest weight module or singlet module. For dimM
0
= 2, M is called doublet module.
Lemma and Denition 8.4 Let M 2 Mod
W
be a generalized lowest weight module. Then




:v = hv. h is called lowest weight of the module and the
elements of a base of the lowest weight space M
0
are called lowest weight vectors.





] = 0 (this is true for arbitrary primary elds W
a
). With
Schur's lemma the assertion follows. X
Lemma 8.5 Let M 2 Mod
W











is not only indecomposable, but irreducible.



















































is just a representation
of su(2). su(2) being semisimple, its nite dimensional representations are completely
reducible by Weyl's theorem (see e.g. [30]). Therefore, M
0
is both indecomposable and
completely reducible, hence irreducible. X
Lemma 8.6 Let V 2 Mod
W
be a W(2; 3
3
)-module. Then there exists a submodule M  V
which is a generalized lowest weight module.
Proof: Without loss of generality suppose V to be indecomposable. Analogously to the proof






; h 2 C . M can also be
chosen to be indecomposable. With lemma 8.5 M
0







 V is a GLWM. X
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ogously to denition 3.7, if we substitute lowest weight module by generalized lowest weight
module. The length and nilpotency length of a W(2; 3
3
)-module are dened analogously to
denitions 3.4 and 3.7.
As the analogues to staggered modules and JLWMs in the pure Virasoro case we dene
Denition 8.7 An indecomposable W(2; 3
3
)-module M 2 Mod
W
is called staggered module,
if N-length(M) = LW-length(M) = N 2 N
2
. The number N is called its rank.
Denition 8.8 A staggered W(2; 3
3
)-module M of rank N is called Jordan lowest weight









Denition 8.9 A staggered W(2; 3
3
)-module M of rank 2 is called strictly staggered, if it is
not a JLWM.
As we will see later, it also becomes necessary to introduce yet another class of modules:
Denition 8.10 An indecomposable W(2; 3
3
)-module M with N-length(M) = 2 is called gen-
eralized staggered module if M
(1)
is a GLWM.
8.1 Null eld relations
On rst sight the above denitions seem to admit a much larger class of modules than in the
Virasoro case. This is in fact not true, as modules of a given W-algebra must meet some
restrictions which do not occur in the pure Virasoro case.
In general the algebra is only consistent (fullls the Jacobi identities) due to certain null states
in the vacuum representation. The existence of these null states, corresponding to so-called null
elds, i.e. elds with vanishing two-point functions, poses additional restrictions on representa-
tions of the algebra, namely the vanishing of these null elds [17]. The algebra W(2; 3
3
) is only












































































Denition 8.11 Any W(2; 3
3
)-module M fullls
















the appendix for details). The property (38) is called admissibility, the module admissible.
8.2 Generalized lowest weight modules
We now want to study, which admissible generalized lowest weight modules can exist. Admissible




, respectively { in particular their
lowest weight spaces must be annihilated, where the action of the zero modes is especially easy

































v = 0: (39)
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v, together with equation








  1)v = 0;
which after multiplication by W
a
0










  1)v = 0: (40)












We now have to determine, which irreducible representations of the zero mode algebra correspond







































































table 8.2.1: Admissible GLWMs





: Two singlet modules at h =  
1
8
















). The singlet module at h = 0 is of course
just the vacuum representation. All four modules have been obtained in [33] using a free eld
construction.
The question, which reducible admissible generalized lowest weight modules might exist, is also
easily answered, as their maximal proper submodules must again be admissible. In particular,
the lowest weight space of a maximal proper submodule must fulll equation (40), which only










; i  0; a = 1; 2; 3i with lowest weight 0 possesses two generalized
lowest weight submodules with lowest weight 1 (doublet modules). It cannot possess any non-
trivial submodules with trivial intersection with the rst two levels, since such a submodule































= 2. The representation matrices in the two-dimensional irreducible representa-






























Uniqueness is proven analogously to theorem 2.6/corollary 2.7.
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for the two V
W
1




































































The above choice of base of course is somewhat arbitrary, but will prove useful later. In





















8.3 Jordan lowest weight modules
Admissibility poses even stronger restrictions on JLWMs than on GLWMs. For the derivation





annihilate the lowest weight space. Therefore,
(40) is also valid on the lowest weight space of an admissible JLWM. Hence, the only admissible
JLWMs of W(2; 3
3
) have lowest weight 0 and nilpotency length 2.









(calculations up to level 2 are sucient to prove this). Therefore,
there exists only one W(2; 3
3























Equation (40) only allows strictly staggered modules with lowest weights 0 and 1. Now assume



















must be singular (all vectors on the rst level of the














































































We now must check, whether such a module can be admissible. To this end we must study the

















































;  2 C . The rst case is not
allowed, since it would mean the existence of an admissible JLWM with lowest weight 1 (c.f.
















= 0, which is not allowed for staggered modules.
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While a strictly staggeredW(2; 3
3
)-module does not exist, we may still expect to nd generalized
staggered modules as dened in denition 8.10. Assume the existence of such a moduleM , which





. We further assumeM to
be minimal in the sense, that it does not contain any proper submodule, that also is a generalized
staggered module.
Right from the beginning we know, that in the decomposition of the lower module M
(0)
into






can occur. In addition we know, that in the
above decomposition the module V
W
0
must occur, because there is no admissible JLWM with










= 0. We will now successively study the further restrictions on the lower module posed
by admissibility.









































would either contain an admissible JLWM with lowest weight 1 as a submodule,





With equation (46) we nd, that dimM
(0)
0
can be at most 2. As there are no strictly staggered
modules of W(2; 3
3
), we have dimM
(0)
0
= 2. A base of M
(0)
0








Equation (47) then implies that dimM
(0)
1






























































































































































































































































This means, that v
(1)



















This module, which was also found by M.R. Gaberdiel and H.G. Kausch in the fusion of lowest
weight W(2; 3
3
)-modules [28], will be denoted by V
W
1
. Note, that admissibility xes the struc-
ture of the module completely and (in contrast to the pure Virasoro case) the moduli space of
generalized staggered modules therefore consists of one point only.
We now examine the possibilities to extend a GLWM with lowest weight 0 by another GLWM
with lowest weight 1 yielding an indecomposable module of nilpotency length 1. With equations













; (; ) 2 C
2
nf(0; 0)g: (55)








. Thus the moduli space of
inequivalent modules of this form is given by the Riemannian sphere C [ f1g.
8.6 Other modules
Of course it is always possible to construct new modules from old ones by taking direct sums





was constructed in such a





). This naturally produces an innite variety of W(2; 3
3
)-modules.
The remaining question is, whether there areW(2; 3
3
)-modules that are neither exhibited in the
preceding subsections nor can be constructed from such using the aforementioned operations.
Denition 8.12 Let M be the moduli space of all inequivalent W(2; 3
3
)-modules together with
the three operations `taking submodules' (Sub), `taking direct sums' (Sum) and `modding out
submodules' (Mod).
















by the three operations (Sub), (Sum) and (Mod).
Proof: Let M be a W(2; 3
3
)-module. Without loss of generality we can assume M to be
indecomposable. First assume that one of the irreducible modules M
k
from the ltration






. As the levels of an indecomposable module
are integer spaced, all of the M
k






, respectively. Since there








Now assume, that M is an admissible indecomposable W(2; 3
3
)-module, which is not
generated from the above set of modules (56). We will prove this to be impossible in three
steps:
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above operations, it must be an extension of some combination of lowest weight mod-
ules with lowest weight 0 by one ore more lowest weight module(s) with lowest weight





of the lowest weight vectors of one GLWM with lowest weight 1. Then































(b) We now turn to the case N-length(M) = 2. Without loss of generality we may
assume that the upper module of M is indecomposable. If M
(1)
is either a GLWM
with lowest weight 0 or one with lowest weight 1, we are through by subsections 8.3,
8.4 and 8.5. Thus assume M
(0)
to be an extension of some combination of GLWMs
with lowest weight 0 by V
W
1
. We will now show that this is impossible. Let w

be
representatives of the lowest weight vectors of V
W
1




































= 0 and thus















= 0, M contains a JLWM with lowest
weight 1, which is not admissible. We conclude, thatM contains a JLWM with lowest
weight 0 as a submodule. Let v be a representative of the lowest weight vector of the









v = 0 (57)
(c.f. equation (48)). On the other hand, v is upper LWV of the above-mentioned



















in contradiction to (57).
(c) Last but not least we have to deal with the case N-length(M) > 2. We will show,
that such a module cannot exist. To prove this it suces to examine the case
N-length(M) = 3, because any module with higher nilpotency length would have
to contain a submodule with nilpotency length 3. By subsection 8.3, such a module
cannot be a JLWM. First note, that the submodule L
n
0
:M  M must contain one
or more linearly independent vectors v
i










6= 0, since other-
wise the module M=M
(0)





















; i 2 Ii




; i 2 Ii M
(0)
. On the other hand, in
~
M we have









, which is impossible for the lower module of an indecomposable
nilpotency 2 module.
X
Motivated by this result we slightly extend the usual denition of `rational model' as follows:
Denition 8.14 A rational model of a W-algebra or rational W-algebra is a W-algebra
A which fullls the following condition: There exists a nite set of A-modules, from which all
other A-modules can be obtained by taking submodules, factor modules and direct sums.
8.7 Characters and modular properties
The character of aW(2; 3
3
)-module is dened to be its character as an L-module. The characters
of the irreducibleW(2; 3
3







































































































are the characters of the irreducible L-modules with lowest weight h and central
charge c (c.f. corollary 6.6). The theta functions, the ane theta functions and the eta function
transform under the action of the modular group SL(2;Z) represented by T :  7!  + 1 and

























































































































































generate \character" functions with logarithmic terms in q under
the action of the modular group, which we cannot interpret as characters ofW(2; 3
3
)-modules (in
[22] it was attempted to interpret these functions in terms of generalized characters). Anyway,
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, the denition of the modular matrices is somewhat arbitrary. With


































































There are six solutions satisfying S
4




and the charge conjugation matrix C = S
2
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0






Note, that cases (1){(3) only dier in the T -matrix and cases (4){(6) are just cases (1){(3) with
























































































; i; j = 3; 4: (64d)
(64e)










  0 0
  0 0
0 0 2(+ 2 + ) 0





; ; ;  2 N
0
;
yielding the (up to a scalar factor) unique partition function
















which is the partition function of the Gaussian model with central charge c = 1 compactied
on a circle of radius 1 (for some speculations on the relations between nonunitary and unitary
CFTs with the same partition functions c.f. [23]).
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The modules (61) do indeed close under fusion, as was shown by M.R. Gaberdiel and H.G.



























2 2 0 0
2 2 0 0
0 0 2 2













0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
2 2 0 0













0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
2 2 0 0



























(`0' is the index of the vacuum module). Unfortunately, in our model neither of the two dierent
possible S-matrices diagonalizes the fusion rules, but transforms them into block-diagonal form.
This was to be expected, since the vacuum module (with trivial fusion rules) only occurs as a
submodule of one of our basic modules (61).
The quantum dimensions
















































































































) = 2: (69)
As expected, they indeed transform multiplicatively under fusion.
9 Conclusions and outlook
As we have seen, many of the properties of arbitrary representations of the Virasoro algebra can
be deduced from lowest weight representations. In particular, there are no new critical exponents
which do not occur in lowest weight modules. For the (simple) case of Jordan Verma modules,
31
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minimal Jordan lowest weight representations.
For general staggered modules, we found strong restrictions on their submodules and proved
the moduli spaces V
h;h
0
to be one-dimensional vector spaces if there is an embedding V (h
0
; c)!
V (h; c), and to be empty otherwise.
It remains an open question, whether it is possible to embed a Jordan Verma module into
another as a proper submodule of the maximal preserving submodule. Connected to that, the





also is an open problem (its maximal proper submodule is, of course, either a






It is another problem, to extend the results on the moduli space of staggered modules to higher























). In addition, the structure of maximal
preserving submodules of Jordan Verma modules can be more complicated at higher rank. At
c =  2; h =
3
8










, which is neither a JLWM nor a strictly staggered module.
The representation theory of W-algebras in the logarithmic regime was exemplarily studied for
the case ofW(2; 3
3
) at c =  2 yielding nitely many representations from which all others can be
constructed by taking submodules, factor modules and direct sums. These basic representations
close under fusion and their characters span a nite dimensional representation of the modular
group.
Various reasons suggest that similar results will hold for the whole series of triplet algebras
W(2; (2p   1)
3
) at c = c
1;p
, but this is yet to be proven.
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A Notations
























































=  1 if both  and 	 are fermionic and +1 in all other cases.
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of quasiprimary elds. If f
i
; i 2 Ig is a base of the space of quasiprimary elds, it is explicitly


















































































































are the structure constants of
the chiral algebra.
With the above notations the isomorphism between the elds and the vacuum representation is
given by
























































For more details see e.g. [5].
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